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Student Labor Shortage In R.I.T. Food Service: A Three Year Study
By
Sonal Maheshwari
Prior to 1983, the R.I.T. Food Service department as well as others on campus
enjoyed a "Buyer's
Market,"
Part-time jobs for students at R.I.T. were scarce and
waiting lists were common. Students were willing to work weekends and all shifts
including the last shift of the day. This trend has changed in the past six to seven
years. Jobs that were once attractive and lucrative for students on a part-time basis
are now considered monotonous with no added incentives. Thus R.I.T. Food Service
Department had to develop strategies and programs that would give them an
advantage in attracting and retaining new workers. The department had taken the
following measures to entice and retain their student employees in 1989: Uniforms
were added in all the units, free or rebate meals were re-instituted, social gatherings
for the employees were added, extra pay was authorized for students willing to work
on weekends and different levels of student positions were incorporated.
Despite these measures, a student labor shortage still existed. Thus this study
was undertaken to evaluate the long-term effectiveness of the measures taken to
attract and retain student employees in a very competitive environment within R.I.T.
The study also evaluated the degree of student employee
satisfaction with the
departments measures to reduce turnover and attract student employees to Food
Service from 1 989 to 1 991 .
The same questionnaire designed by R.I.T. Food Service was used to obtain al!
student employee responses for 1989, 1990 and 1991. Questionnaires were given
out to every fifth student employee in 1989
and 1990 and every third in 1991
respectively. The 1990 and 1991 data was entered into an
S.P.S.S.- X program for
analysis. The 1 989 data served as a baseline for the study.
From the research results over three years, it was evident that students mainly
choose to work for Food Service because of free meals or debit money rebate, flexible
hours and wages. The things disliked by student employees were uniforms, routine
work, no recognition and the parties and picnics. Possible short term prescriptions,
are recommended to help reduce and lower the labor shortage in R.I.T. Food Service
as follows: Job rotation programs, change in the uniforms, additional recognition
programs, new training programs, change in the social programs, creating an
awareness, finding out why employees stay, and conducting exit interviews to learn
why employees are leaving.
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INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE STUDY
Introduction
Before 1983, the R.I.T. Food Service department as well as others on campus
enjoyed a "Buyer's
Market,"
part-time jobs for students at R.I.T. were scarce and
waiting lists were common. Students were willing to work weekends and all shifts
including the last shift of the day. They were also willing to do any job such as general
cleanup, dish washing, prep food, cook or any type of job they were asked to do. In
addition, turnover was low because of the
students'
need to keep their jobs for fear of
not finding any other employment on campus. The labor situation was good such that
R. I. T paid only eighty-five percent of minimum wage and still had no problem filling
their student job openings. The Food Service Department had an envious situation of
paying low wages and not worrying about hiring and retaining their student
employee's who made up roughly eighty percent of their work force.
The trend in the R.I.T. Food Service Department has changed in the past six to
seven years. Jobs that were once attractive and lucrative for students on a part-time
basis are now considered monotonous with no added incentives. A transition took
place after 1983 when the so called "Buyers
Market"
for jobs disappeared, and
students no longer had to put their names on long waiting lists, incentives were
offered to attract students to take jobs in the department. There was a resentment for
doing menial jobs like dish and pot washing,
and general clean up of the dining hails
and cafeterias. The firing of students was not
practical then as managers were aware
that replacements were hard to find. It was also
known that eighty percent of these
jobs were only done by the students who
worked on a part-time basis. By 1988




The need to study the labor shortage problem in R. I. T. Food Service
department became very obvious. In general, the demographic trends listed below
have had direct and indirect consequences on the Food Service industry. These are:
1. An eight percent decline in the number of teenagers and young adults
thereby affecting the pool of entry level workers.
2. An increase in the number of elderly workers who may take part time
employment.
3. A continued growth in the number and proportion of women in iabor force.
4. A dramatic gain in the number of Hispanics, Asians and Blacks in the work
force.
This change will also affect the labor market in other institutions. This gives reason for
employers to take necessary action to retain employees, to be more flexible and to
reorganize the structure of Food Service for the future. Employers are finding that
positions are extremely difficult to fill because a series of demographic changes are
reshaping the labor force available to the Food Service industry.
A critical step for R.I.T. Food Service Department is to develop strategies and
programs that will give them an advantage in drawing and retaining new workers. The
department has taken the following measures to entice and retain their student
employees:
1 . Uniforms were added in ail the units to promote a team concept and spirit as
well as maintain consistency with regard to appearance,
2. Free or rebate meals were re-instituted as a benefit,
3. Social gatherings for Food Service Department employees were added twice
a year and were usually associated with prize giveaways such as "Employee
of the
Year,"
parties and picnics, student newsletters were sent out so students
could voice their opinions. The copy of the newsletters are provided in
Appendix-A.
4. Extra pay was authorized for students willing to work the previously
undesirable weekend hours in Grace Watson Dining Hall, and
5. Different levels of student positions were incorporated like student
managers.
Despite these measures, a student labor shortage still existed. Employing
temporary workers has helped ease the situation, but they are expensive and, on the
whoie, turnover has remained at a high rate (Neal, 1989).
Problem Statement
In 1989, R.I.T. Food Service was faced with a labor shortage and a retention
problem. Actions described above had already been taken on these issues,
particularly with the labor shortage.
R.I.T. as a whole was still growing both
academically and physically; it had
constructed five new buildings and two were in the
final stages of completion. This expansion had thus created a greater number of
competitive job opportunities for students on campus. Most of these jobs were on a full
time basis, and there was still a greater number
of part-time positions for students to
fill. As a result the Food Service department was unable to attract students to fill
their
vacancies.
Purpose of the Study
This study was undertaken to evaluate the long-term effectiveness of the
measures taken to attract and retain student employees in a very competitive
environment within R.i.T. The study also evaluated the degree of student employee
satisfaction with the departments measures to reduce turnover and attract student
employees to Food Service from 1989 to 1991.
Significance
The outcome of this three year study will enable R. IT. Food Service to evaluate
their recruitment and retention strategies. It will also provide facts and figures about
the department's performance over the last three years, and based on these findings
they will know their drawbacks and be able to take steps to reduce the student labor
shortage and improve their retention program. On the basis of this evaluation, they
would be able to decide what strategies are suitable for their operation. Results of this
study could also be of importance to colleges and universities all over the United
States, since they may face similar problems.
Scope and Limitations
The scope and limitations of this study were as follows:
1 . The study was only over a three period of 1 989, 1 990 and 1 991 ;
2. The survey was administered to only the five units of R.I.T. Food
Service in Spring quarter in each of the three years;
3. The questionnaires were given only to one third of the total student
work force of each unit in 1991; however, questionnaires were given to
every fifth student employee
in 1989 and 1990; and
4. The original design of the questionnaire limited the statistical analysis
of the responses to a descriptive nature.
Assumptions
The following assumptions have been made regarding the outcome of this
study:
1 . The strategies to retain and attract student employees such as free meals,
higher wages, promotions, uniforms ,and picnics which were started in 1989 are
working.
2. On the basis of the results from the baseline 1989, improvements had already
started taking place for the following years.
3. The gender or level of education of the students does not stop or influence




Just a short time ago, we hardly batted an eye when a restaurant or Food
Service unit experienced an annual turnover of 60 percent or more. Even triple digit
turnover was routinely accepted in hospitality operations. Somehow we always
seemed able to identify acceptable reasons for such high turnover-seasonal
adjustments, youthful employees, new competitors opening up. We never worried
about turnover. Instead, we learned to live with high turnover rates, largely because
there were always more prospective employees in the labor poo! than there were job
opportunities available. The birth rate increased sharply following World War 11, but it
dropped dramatically between the late 1950's and middle 1970's; since then births
have slowly risen but they are expected to level off again. As a result, the population
of 25 to 54 year age group will grow the fastest during the next decade, while 1 6 to 24
year age group will shrink (Sanson, 1987).
Today, the situation has changed. Turnover remains high, but the supply of
prospective workers is no longer strong in most markets. Over 50 percent of employee
turnover occurs in the first 30 days, which is clearly caused by poor selection
procedures (Shapiro, 1989). A result of this, the hospitality industry now finds itself
critically short of employees. As if this
shortage developed overnight, the industry ask
themselves what happened. Two things happened:
'First, the baby boomers, our former employees
aged. They are now our
customers. It will be sometime before their children enter the work force.
'Second, we faiied to address the "temporary
employee"
issue - the belief held
by so many of our workers that they are just passing through and they won't do this
kind of work as a career.
Labor shortages are changing the face of the hospitality business. According to
the projections by the National Restaurant Association, the industry was already short
some 200,000 hourly employees in the late 1980's (Cariino, 1988). By 1990, it was
350,000 short, and by 1995, the industry would need more than 800,000 additional
workers (NRA Current Issues Report, 1986). As a result of current and Impending
shortages, turnover is no longer the forgotten issue in the hospitality industry. Instead,
one can hardly pick up a trade newspaper or magazine today without being
confronted with the turnover issue. Due to the substantial attention that this labor
problem has received lately, hospitality practitioners appear prepared to address the
issue. In fact, the hospitality industry got itself into its current situation by looking for
short term solutions, and by being willing to operate short of staff (Uchitelle, 1990).
In an economy of supply and demand, teenage workers are becoming a rare
commodity. Who would have guessed several years ago that not enough working
teenagers would be available to wash dishes and bus tables. The labor shortage will
get worse before it gets better. The median age of a restaurant or food service
employee decreased dramatically from 1970 to 1980 and even more dramatically
when compared to all industries. By 1980, 53 percent of men employed in restaurants
or food service were under 25 years old up from 39 percent ten years earlier, while 49
percent of women employed in 1980 were under 25, up from 30 percent in 1970.
Regional Issues
On a regional basis, food service operators are finding difficulty in recruiting and
retaining skilled and less skilled
employees. The shortage of teenagers varies
substantially from region to
region.
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Managers in the Mid Western States are more likely than managers in other
regions to have problems filling openings for cooks, waiters or waitresses and counter
workers.
In contrast, managers in the East are reporting comparatively more problems
filling dish-washers, bus persons and janitor openings. For example the Census
Bureau projects the Northeast will experience the deepest and most prolonged dip in
the 16 to 24 aged population: a 24 percent drop from 7.4 million in 1985 to 5.6 million
in the year 2000, compared to a 15 percent decline in the Midwest, and eventual
recoupments in the West and South by 2000 (Coutts, 1987).
In comparison to the other parts of United States the Eastern part reports fewer
qualified job applicants. The proportion of applicants for hourly and salary jobs have
actually decreased (NRA Current Issues Report, 1988). in 1990 the proportion of
managers reporting no vacancies of 48 percent, nearly equaled the proportions of
managers reporting vacancies of 45 percent in 1989 (NRA Current Issue Reports,
1990).
On a regional basis the Western States seem least affected by the shortage in
hourly employees. Fifty-nine percent of managers in the West reported no vacancies
of two week's duration in December 1989. Nonetheless, the proportion of managers
reporting at least one vacancy was up to 35
percent in December in 1989, increasing
from 23 percent in January and February 1988.
Data on vacancies suggest that the severity of the problem has intensified
significantly in the Midwest and
South. Regionally, the proportion of managers
reporting at least one vacancy
of two weeks in duration climbed from 26 percent to 43
percent in the Midwest, as against, 27 percent to 45 percent in the South over a two
year period of 1 987 to 1 988.
Demographic Changes
Demographic changes have direct and indirect consequences for the Food
Service industry today. Food service employers have found that positions are hard to
fill because a series of demographic changes has reshaped the labor force available
to the industry. These population groups have:
- An increase in the average age of workers.
- A decline in the number of teens and young adults affecting the pool of
entry-
level workers.
An increase in the number of older workers who may take part
- time
employment.
A continued growth in the number and proportions of women in the labor
force.
A dramatic gain in the number of Hispanics and Asians in the work force as
well as increases in the proportion of blacks (NRA Current Issue Reports,
1989).
Regardless of their special or unique situations, each of these population groups have
two basic needs: jobs and education or training. The Food Service industry can
respond to these needs because the industry has job openings and is flexible enough
to offer many options and opportunities for employment,
skill development and mobility
for diverse groups of new workers. In addition to the demographic bad news is the
tendency of food service units to generate turnover rates as high as 400 percent
(Morgenstein, et al., 1989).
The work force in the future would mainly comprise of the following:
1. Women: Currently, women comprise 57 percent of the work force in eating and
drinking places, compared to 45 percent for
all other industries. Women will continue
to represent an important source of new employees for Food Service employers well
into the 1990's, when they will make up the majority of new entrants into the labor
force. Many of these first-time workers will be women in their child bearing years. As a
result, benefits iike health insurance, child care and parental leave will become
increasingly important in competing for and retaining employees and in motivating
them toward full productivity. In the long run, such benefits may eventually be even
more important than wages in attracting women to work in Food Service. (N.R.A,
Current Issues Report, 1989).
The Table 1 below shows the increasing percentage of women in the work
force. In all ages of women, the percentage have increased by two to three percent.
2. Blacks: this group is projected to account for 18 percent of the labor force growth
between now and the year 2000. Blacks represent a rich resource for the Food
Service industry if existing barriers between the industry and the black employee pool
can be addressed and overcome.
3. Hispanics: this group is the second largest minority in the U.S.A., and their numbers
are increasing rapidly because of heavy immigration and high birthrate. Hispanics are
expected to account for 22 percent of the growth labor force between now and the year
2000 (Teltsch, 1991).
4. Older workers: As the number of young people coming into the work force has
declined, employers have turned to older workers as a source of new employees. This
trend is likely to continue into the next century, as the number of people over the age of
65 jumps from 30 million to more than 50 million. Added to this is the fact that the
average age of retirement from regular, structured participation in the work force is
dropping, which means that a growing number of people under 65 are free to work
part-time. Moreover, older workers can be retrained to adapt to new technologies,
while they also have lower
absenteeism and are often better sales people than
younger workers (NRA Current Report Issues, 1984).
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Table 1.
The Age and Sex of Individuals in Food Service Occupations. 1988.





























Source: NRA Current Issues Report, 1990.
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5. Handicapped Workers: These workers can be potential employees for the future
work force because of the shortage of teenager workers. The ease in training these
employees gives us reason to believe that they will serve as good substitutes for
teenage workers in food service units. They also do their job well and turnover is low
among this group. Because of the supervision necessary, no more than two
handicapped workers should be employed by one Food Service unit. Handicapped
employees must be viewed as an alternate source, and not a mainstream alternative
(Frumkin, 1989).
Reasons for High Turnover
It would be convenient if one readily identifiable and easily resolvable reason
could be found for the increasing difficulty Food Service Directors are experiencing in
their quest to hire student employees. However, the truth is that a variety of factors
have come into play. One prime cause is the regulations regarding federal student
financial aid.
Since the inception 20 years ago of the National Direct Student Loan program
now called the Perkins Loan, and College Work Study Grants, the amount of money
that a student can earn during an academic year has been limited. Federal law
mandates that students are not permitted to earn or receive any money more than their
determined 'financial need'. The result of this restriction is that students are limited in
the number of hours they may work for a university department such as food service
(Bowers, 1988).
Another reason there are fewer students available for employment in food
service is that the number of
"non-traditional"
students attending colleges and
universities has been increasing. These students include 21 year old single parents
who have returned to college to learn new job skills, and other, older individuals who
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have left the armed services or other forms of employment and have chosen to seek a
college degree later in life. These types of students often have full or part time jobs off
campus or have sufficient financial resources to attend college without having to work.
In addition, traditional college students in the 18 to 21 age bracket are not as
eager to work in food service as students in that age group have been in the past. This
particular generation of students seems to be more serious about studying and
preparing for professional careers.
A variety of other, more minor, reasons can also be considered. For example,
students may not have time to work because of class schedules and class loads.
There may also be a lack of information available to students regarding employment
opportunities in food service. Finally, students who wish to work often find employment
off campus, where job hours may be more convenient and wage scales more lucrative.
Manager burnout could be another reason why employees drop out or are
dissatisfied. Burnout is a word that is often used in writing about food service
managers. People use burnout as an explanation for why a shift supervisor or
catering manager suddenly quits to take another job or leaves the industry altogether.
There's no question that food service management is a difficult job. The hours are
longer and the pay is lower than many other professions (Tabbacchi, et al., 1990).
Most managers have problems with profits, dealing with people, operational
problems and personal factors such as deadline pressures and long hours. This can
place stress on them, and, in turn, may be taken out on employees who eventually get
affected and leave (Freedland, 1989). Food Service managers have identified finance
and accounting as one of their weaknesses
and felt a need for training. Many don't
know how to budget and how to present their food service budgets to boards in an
understandable manner (Schuier, 1983). All this could take more time than needed by
managers and eventually harm the food
service unit and employees, as not enough
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attention and recognition is given to them.
Rewards and Incentives for Reducing Turnover
What is it that inspires employees to work hard, to excel at what they do, thereby
advancing themselves and the Food Service unit they work for, the answer is
-
respect,
feedback, reward and motivating by example (Heriong, 1990).
1 . Respect: Treating ail employee with respect, sets the terms for reciprocal behavior.





full attention when speaking with them and, when necessary, criticizing privately and
fairly. Respect breeds respect, and a good manager sets the tone.
2. Feedback: Employees are motivated by the kinds of things the manager checks on.
A good manager has to follow up on expectations and suggestions to get results.
3. Rewards: Praise, certain incentive contests and special awards for performance can
be very helpful motivating tools. Rewards should be attainable to most employees.
For example, the basis of an individual's improvement in a given area over a specific
period of time could be a measure for him to attain a reward. That way everyone
stands to win (NRA Current Issues Reports, 1987).
4. Motivating bv example: An effective manager is essential to inspiring employees to
do a consistently good job. Mostly, food service managers are role models for
establishing and generating
enthusiasm. Managers can't expect the wait staff to treat
guests with respect if they themselves don't do it all the time.
Operators across the country are finding that well structured incentive plans can
help
"push"
employees to go the extra yard. Incentives can be a highly effective
method of recruiting, retaining, and motivating employees, especially in tight labor
shortage. Incentives have proven successful in building sales and motivating
employees. Many operators, notably those
in the food service segment, are primarily
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concerned with incentives as a way of decreasing turnover (Warner, 1987). Cash
incentives are far more popular in the industry than non cash incentives. Clearly, an
incentive plan must be custom tailored to fit the requirements of individual chains or
food service units. Since incentives should not be viewed as a long term solution to
motivational problems, an incentive has to be a part of a bigger picture.
According to a NRA study, the average turnover rate for food service in 1986
was 2.7 - meaning that every position had to be filled 2.7 times during that year.
Extrapolating further, it can be shown that the average food service employee spent
only a little over four months at each job (Frumkin, 1988).
Retention Strategies
In employment interviews many well meaning managers talk about everything
but working together. The employers should ensure that the new employees come to
work clearly understanding the following:
- To whom they report.
- To whom their boss reports, and
- Who reports to them.
Specific communication with applicants about their potential place in the
structure of the company creates trust and commitment within the employees. New
employees must know where they fit to behave appropriately and work effectively
(Thomas, et ai., 1990). Another important ingredient in the perfect match is mutual
commitment to the basic terms of employment: pay, benefits. Lastly the key element of
the perfect match is a commitment by their coworkers to support new employees.
Even though their is a labor shortage, employers should not keep employees
who have a negative attitude towards there work. Certainly all employees experience
periodic slumps. Therefore, employers must determine whether these are temporary
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or permanent conditions. Just as a positive attitude is contagious, so is a negative
one. Therefore, if an individual's attitude hasn't improved after positive discipline
approach (Morgenstein, et al., 1989), it is usually best to weed that individual out and
not let him or her bring down the performance of others (Klingeman, 1987).
The standards and requirements for student food service workers should be
raised such that there are more opportunities for training and appropriate salary
(Vincent, 1981).
Another step for turnover reduction program is to identify what your company is
and what it stands for (Lundberg, 1985). Surfacing the unspoken understandings
gives food service the chance to use them during recruitment, orientation, socialization
etc. that are intended to instill values in the organizations members. By surfacing the
culture, we can develop a recruiting and training system that will select and develop
employees who will know what is important to food service.
Check full time supervisors / student managers bias regarding employees.
Managers opinions of what employees want are generally way off base (Tucker, 1987
-1 988). On the contrary, employees generally want the same things from their jobs that
managers do.
Develop a recruiting system that meets the food service needs. The first step in
reducing short term turnover is to create an
ideal profile against which potential
recruits can be measured (Brooks, 1989). Doing this will, no doubt, reduce both the
number of potential employees and the number of hires, but it will also save thousands
of dollars in costs associated with turnover.
Long term strategies are important for food service because it places emphasis
on organizational change and on creating the type of unit that employees want to work
for.
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Food Service - "A Prestige
Issue"
One of the most valuable resources at our disposal when we try to minimize
costs is the student labor market. Employing students reduces labor costs because of
students lower pay scale relative to that of full time workers, in addition, student
workers do not receive fringe benefits, and their work hours can be accommodated to
fit Food Service departments needs because their class schedules are flexible.
Unfortunately, many Food Service directors are 50 to 60 percent short of their student
labor needs. Perhaps the student labor shortage has been caused more by the
unattractiveness of the jobs than by students lack of interest in working. We can no
longer operate under the assumption that students consider working to be a privilege
(Floyd, 1990).
Employment analyst reports indicate employees leave an organization 80
percent of the time because of a lack of recognition. It is very obvious anyone will
improve their performance if they are recognized and appreciated (Bradley, 1987). In
a competitive market, most 20 year old workers will go for another job that pays ten
cents more per hour rather than a job that provides better benefits decades into the
future.
It seems as if many "students shun burger flipping for jobs tied to
careers"
(Feinstein, 1989). Today students prefer to work more for satisfaction than for pay.
University of Michigan students look for jobs related to planned careers. While
Carnegie Mellon students say that they can help their careers most through good
grades and leadership roles in fraternities. Slowing economics in some areas limits
students'
choices. For example, jobs at Boston University slipped ten percent in 1988
and 1989, while the pay has gone up from $6.20 to
$7.20 per hour respectively. To a
young person, a retail job carries
more prestige than one in restaurants, and one of the
reasons is freedom to wear regular clothing (Lydecker, 1988).
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Many parents, don't let their children grow up to flip burgers, clean kitchens, and
serve or wait tables. This is because, according to some professional sociologists,
working for Food Service business will keep their children from getting ahead in
tomorrows high-tech world. What's worse, critics say, Food Service jobs provide no
career ladders and a few marketable skills (Zemelman, 1988).
Poor job performance caused by a
"part-time"
attitude might be expressed by a
lack of care or enthusiasm about work because it's something to do while pursuing
other activities such as school, family or another job. Because their part-time job is not
important, it often takes a back seat to these priorities. They may slack off on
completing tasks, attending to detail or being reliable and motivated. They become
survivors instead of achievers (Klingeman, 1987).
Managing Teenage workers is one way to eliminate turnover of employees in
Food Service. There's ample reason for the sometimes abrasive behavior of
teenagers. They are going through a trying time, rocked by physical, psychological
and social changes. Contradictory is the key word that applies to their behavior. They
want to learn many things, but resist being told. These largely uncommitted, unskilled,
and untrained teenagers can give managers a hard time and often do. On the other
hand, they will respond by turning out prodigious amounts of work for managers who
understand their special needs and problems and who know how to motivate them
(Morgenstein, et al., 1989). Managers who fail to motivate teenage workers often lose
them, as indicated by the high turnover rates.
The "heip
wanted"
signs that we see everywhere are a symbol that restaurants
will accept any kind of help. We have to
start emphasizing that we want special
people who have what it takes in this business, people who will stay so that we won't
have this endless recruiting problem (Bernstein,
1988). Choked by rampant employee
turnover, many food service businesses
have scrambled to shift their focus from
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recruitment to retention (Warner, 1987). Whether retention programs make a dent in
the labor problem depends largely on how they are carried out (Lyderker, 1988).
The New Work Force
Despite the increasing incidence of college attendance, the share of teenagers
in the labor force rose from 1965 to 1979. This trend was temporarily reversed during
the shaky economic period of the early 1980's, but has since returned to slow growth.
By 1986, the labor force participation for teenagers had risen to 54.7 percent from a
low of 53.5 percent in 1983 (Kennedy, 1987).
Presently, an average of 5.2 million employees work in eating and drinking
places. The 1986 /1987 "U. S. Occupational Outlook
Handbook"
reported that service
industries will account for fully nine out of ten of all new jobs created between now and
1995 (Schuster, 1988). Compared to other industries, those who work in eating and
drinking places are:
-
Young and the average age was decreasing,
-
Predominantly Female, and
- Similar to the average for all industries in race and origin.
Alternatives to Labor Force
Today's and future service industries face a potential shortage of skilled workers
willing to work for low wages. Analysts warn those businesses must rebound in
productivity by applying new and existing technologies (Washington Bureau, 1987).
The following are some examples where food service operators can consider other
alternative to labor force:
Robotics an alternate source of labor (Warner, 1987). It is unlikely that robots
will ever replace humans in most facets of a food service operation. Yet, particularly in
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the food service environment, they soon may be used to perform some of the more
tedious tasks such as dish washing.
-
Many restaurants will have to install labor saving equipment which will require
a substantial investment. Twenty percent of those who have installed such equipment
say they have spent $10,000 or more, and an additional 11 percent report spending
between $5,000 and $9,999.
- Modified Cafeteria style service proved efficient (Schenk, 1989). An 11
percent decrease in food costs through portioning and controlling of waste, more
freedom in menu planning and reduction of one cook in the kitchen crew were some
benefits by modifying the cafeteria. The self-serve scatter system lets customers
choose their own menu items, eliminating lines associated with the former
arrangements - a single serving line (P. E, 1986).
Food Service in the 21st Century
Many factors will influence the food service industry in the 21st century. For
example, as the century begins more than 80 percent of women aged 25 to 54 will be
in the labor force. Businesses will have to adapt to this population by adding
programs such as parental leave and flexible working hours. Retaining good workers
will also become a higher priority in the 21st century. Slow population growth will
make skilled entry level workers even more difficult to find. Turnover will be even more
expensive, because many new workers will have to be trained in-house for highly
specialized jobs. Manufacturing jobs will continue to decline in the 21st century as
service jobs grow (NRA Current Issues Reports, 1988). By the year 2000, one fifth of
the labor force will be aged 45
- 54, and job specialization will intensify. Higher
education will be expensive; but jobs will be plentiful, resulting in many young people
going to work before going to
college. By 2000, it is projected that half of ail college
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students will be aged 25 or older.
By the 21st century, consumers will want high quality and service at low prices
(Waidrop, 1990). Cafeteria's will be too labor intensive for large scale expansion in
the 21st century (Warner, 1989). With a projected 32 percent increase in demand for
restaurant workers in the 1990's, it will become more difficult for most cafeteria's to
staff their stores in the future (Warner, 1989).
Department of labor anaiysts confirm Food Service industry fears that labor
shortages will dominate in years to come unless concrete changes in employment
practices alter the forecast (NRN. Washington Bureau, 1987). The days of placing an
ad in the newspaper and waiting for applicants to line up at the door are over.
Operations must become pro-active and more aggressive in seeking new workers with
methods such as,
1. Explaining the advantages of the experience and describe the program so
prospective employees can visualize where they can be one to two years
down the road.
2. Chatting with customers to see if anyone is interested in working for food
service.
3. Posting three by five cards at grocery stores and Laundromats.
4. Leasing trailers, turn them into recruiting centers and place them in strategic
locations such as shopping centers and job fairs.
5. Advertising in college newspapers and on bulletin boards.
6. Creating a work study program.
7. Holding open houses to acquaint teens and
their parents with the work
environment and benefits of a work experience in food service operations, and






The study of R. I. T. Food Service's labor shortage problem was conducted in
the following five units: Grace Watson Dining Hall, Student Union Cafeteria / Catering,
Ritzkeiler, Nathaniel / Corner Store and Hettie L Shumway Dining Commons
The same questionnaire designed by R.I.T. Food Service was used to obtain all
student employee responses for 1989, 1990 and 1991. The 1990 and 1991 data was
entered into an S.P.S.S.- X program where frequencies, statistics, and cross-
tabulations were performed. The 1989 data was tabulated by hand and only
frequencies were recorded; these data served as a baseline for the study.
Selection of Sample Population
The sample population selected for this study consisted of the five R.I.T. Food
Service units mentioned above. The sample size was determined by the Director of
Residential Food Service for convenience and economy. The total population of
student employees for each of the three years was reported as 650.
in 1989 and 1990 a total of 125 and 130 questionnaires, respectively, were
distributed to every fifth student employee. However,
in 1991 questionnaires were
given out to every third student employee in order to
get a larger sampling of the
population in compared to 1989 and 1990, which totaled to 214.
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Survey Administration
In 1 989 and 1 990 a memo was sent by the Director of Residential Food Service
informing the unit managers about the survey. The surveys were distributed by the
Food Service Resident Director. However, in 1991 the managers were met personally,
and asked permission if the survey could be conducted. The date to give out the
questionnaires was then decided upon. A memo was sent to all the unit managers
informing them of the study that was to be conducted for the third time. A copy of the
letter is provided in Appendix B. It turned out that all the units were willing to
participate. Therefore, permission was taken by the Director of Residential food
service, and the managers of the respective food service units were informed in 1991.
In 1989 and 1990 questionnaires were given out mid April and by 27 April
1990; the questionnaires were returned to the unit managers. The questionnaires
were given out between 18th and 20th of April and by 26th April 1991 ; the
questionnaires were returned to their respective unit managers. These questionnaires
were given out to every fifth employee in 1989 and 1990, and every third employee in
1991 according to each unit's payroll in alphabetical order. These questionnaires
were either placed on timecards or handed out personally.
Questionnaire Design and Content
The survey instrument used for the study included a two page questionnaire
that was designed by the Food Service Department in 1989. The same questionnaire
was used to collect 1989, 1990 and 1991 responses in order to maintain consistency.
A copy of the questionnaire is available
in Appendix C. Tabulated results are also
provided for each year of this study.
To ascertain the reasons for turnover within the student ranks, the survey was
designed to learn about and to evaluate the impact of retention strategies on retaining
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employees. The questionnaire asked for information about:
1. Who the student employees are by sex, educational level, whether they lived
in the resident halls.
2. How long have they worked for Food Service.
3. Why they chose to work for Food Service.
4. Their likes and dislikes about working for food service.
It was decided that in order for this survey to get meaningful results, it must
sample 1 5-30 percent of the total population. Questions 1
,
2 and 3 of the
questionnaire gather the demographic data such as sex, level of education and their
place of residence.
Question four (A) required respondents to state the length of time they had been
working for food service and question four (B) required the respondents to state the
length of time they had been working in the same food service unit.
Question's five (A) and five (B) are key questions as from these responses we
can anticipate the rate of turnover for the following year.
Question six tried to find out why the respondents chose to work for Food
Service. Was it due to good wages, free meals offered with every shift they worked or
was it convenient hours, or was it the only job they could get on campus?
Question seven and eight found out what employees like best about their job or
dislike the most in their job.
Question nine provided room for respondents to make suggestions as to what
things could be done to improve the working conditions of the food service units.
Lastly question ten asked the respondents it they believed that their opinions
and suggestions would be used to improve working conditions in R.I.T. Food Service.
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Data collection and Recording
In 1989, 125 questionnaires were given out to the sample population and 11 0
were returned. In 1990, 130 questionnaires were given out; however only 57 were
returned. Two hundred and fourteen questionnaires were given out to the sample
population in 1991 and 147 were returned to their respective food service unit
managers. This is an approximate 89.4% response rate in 1989, a 44% response
rate in 1990 and, a 69% response rate in 1991 . None of the questionnaires were
rejected as all the questionnaires were filled appropriately. Grace Watson Dining Hall
had a very high response in 1991 as against Ritzkeiler. For the final analysis of 1990
and 1991
, only 204 valid responses were obtained for statistical analysis.
Only incoming data of 1990 and 1991 were entered on an S.P.S.S.-X Data file
(S.PS.S.-X = Statistical Package for the Social Sciences), written for the analysis
because the 1989 results were aggregates (Norusis, 1983).
Table 2 shows the number of questionnaires given to each respective unit and




Number of Questionnaires Distributed and Returned in 1990 and 1991.





35 0 75 75
25 8 30 19
25 16 37 12
25 18 35 22
20 15 37 19
130 57 214 147
Grace Watson Dining Hal!
Student Union Cafeteria / Catering
Ritzkeiler
Nathaniel / Corner Store and




Data for 1989 was not available.
**
A stands for the number of questionnaires sent to each
respective unit.
***
B stands for the number of questionnaires received
from each respective unit.
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Data Processing and Analysis
The 1990 and 1991 data was run on the S.PS.S.-X Data file (Statistics=all)
which generated the medians, means, percentages, frequencies, the sums of the data
and cross-tabulation, statistics. The data gathered for 1989 could not be run on
S.PS.S.-X because the data was tabulated by hand and only summary data was
available. The results were tabulated by year and not by unit in 1990 and 1991, in
order to maintain confidentiality of each individual unit.




to individual questions could be determined as the data was coded in
numbers. Since you may not be able to fully describe a variable with a character
name S.P.S.S.-X provides Variable and Value labels. This descriptive information can
then be used in reports generated by S.P.S.S.-X analysis commands.
Cross tabulation was done by using S.P.S.S.-X This generated meaningful
comparisons from the responses. Sex (Question 1), and the level of education
(Question 2) of a student was cross tabulated with questions that were pertaining
about why students chose to work for food service (Question 6), what they liked best
(Question 7), and worst (Question 8) about the food service unit they were working in.
Sex of a student was cross tabulated with the level of education and sex of a
student was also cross tabulated with question ten. Question ten was did the students




TABULATION AND ANALYSIS OF THE DATA
Tabulation of Data
This chapter discusses the responses from the student employees. The
answers to the survey will produce valuable information to R.I.T. Food Service, as the
results can then be used to determine the effectiveness of the recruitment and
retention strategies started in 1989. The questionnaire with the frequency and
tabulations responses for all three years (1989, 1990 and 1991) are provided in
Appendix C.
The student responses to question one are shown in Figure 1. The responses
indicated that there are more males working in the Food Service than females for the
past three years. In 1989, 67 percent of the student employees were male while 33
percent were females, in 1990, 60 percent were male while 40 percent were females.
In 1991, 65 percent were male while 35 percent were females.
The results of question two which informs us about the level of education of the
student employees in each year of the study are shown in Figure 2. In al! three years
Freshman are the largest number working for Food Service with the lowest being
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In response to question three, 47 percent of the student employees in 1989
lived in the residence halls while the remaining 48 percent lived elsewhere (five
percent were not accounted for on 1989 data summary). In this study
"elsewhere"
couid be other R.I.T. Housing or off-campus housing. In 1990, 61 percent lived in
Residence Halls while 39 percent lived elsewhere. In 1991, 52 percent lived in
Residence Hails and the remaining 48 percent lived elsewhere. The large number of
students living in Residence Halls could be explained by the larger number of lower
classmen working in food service.
Question four (A) indicated the length of stay of students working for Food
Service. The larger numbers of students working both in the third and sixth quarter are
the result of the survey's administration in only the Spring each year, and the fact that
most students are hired for the year in fall. Most of the students hired in the Fall work
for one year and fewer students are hired during the Winter and Spring quarters as
shown in the one, two, four and five quarters.
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Question four (B) indicates the length of stay of students in the same food
service unit. The results in 1 989 showed that 9 percent of the student employees
worked for the unit for only one quarter, 13 percent worked for the same unit for only
two quarters, 27 percent worked for the same unit for only three quarters, 6 percent
worked for the same unit for four quarters, 8 percent worked for the same unit for only
five quarters and, 37 percent worked for the same unit for only six quarters.
The results in 1 990 showed that 14 percent of the student employees worked
for the unit for only one quarter, 1 6 percent worked for the same unit for only two
quarters, 37 percent worked for the same unit for oniy three quarters, 3 percent worked
for the same unit for four quarters, 5 percent worked for the same unit for only five
quarters and, 25 percent worked for the same unit for only six quarters.
The results in 1991 showed that 12 percent of the student employees worked
for the unit for oniy one quarter, 12 percent worked for the same unit for only two
quarters, 31 percent worked for the same unit for oniy three quarters, 8 percent worked
for the same unit for four quarters, 9 percent worked for the same unit for only five
quarters and, 28 percent worked for the same unit for only six quarters.
From the results of the three years it showed that there is a small number of
students who shift work from one unit to another in 1989 and 1991. However in 1990,
ail were in the same unit for number of quarters working in food service.









































five (A) and (B), 59 percent of the respondents in 1 989 indicated
that they would work in food service in the coming Fall, while the 41 percent
responded that they will not work in Fall quarter. Fifty-three percent of the respondents
in 1990 indicated that they would work in Food Service in the coming fall, while the 47
percent responded that they will not work in Fall quarter. Sixty-five percent of the
respondents in 1991 indicated that they would work in food service in the coming Fall,
and 35 percent responded that they will not work in Fall quarter.
The results of five (B) indicated that the influencing factors for students not to
return to their jobs during the Fall quarters of 1990 and 1991, could be wages, receive
no recognition, work is too routine and uniforms. The other reasons cited were also
coop, graduation or other job opportunities.
The results of question six are shown in Figure 5. This figure represents
percentage of the respondents who chose to work for Food Service because of:
1 . Free Meals or the Debit Money system, increased from 61 percent to 74
percent in three years.
2. Flexible Hours decreased from 59 percent to 54 percent in the three years.
3. Wages increased from 24 percent to 42 percent in the three years.
4. The percentage of students who chose to work for food service because they
enjoyed the work stayed about the same over the three
year period.
5. The percentage of students who chose to work for food service as it was the
only job available
















































































In question seven respondents had to choose from a list of 1 2 things they liked
Best about working for Food Service. Free Meals or the Debit money system were
liked by students and this has considerably increased from 56 percent in 1989 to 71
percent in 1991 . Wages seem to be another factor that was liked by students as it has
increased 17 percent from the baseline of 22 percent in 1989 to 39 percent in 1991.
Co-workers have decreased from 74 percent in 1989 to 59 percent in 1991, but is still
an important factor that students liked about their jobs. More responses indicated that
convenience in food service was one of the reasons they liked working there, this
percentage dropped from 73 to 66 percent, but this is still a high Percentage. The
responses of students to parties and picnics decreased steadily from 28 percent in
1989 to 21 percent in 1991. The remaining factors such as, Uniforms Training and
Student Managers showed little changes. The responses of all the three years 1989,
1990, and 1991 are listed below in Table 3, in percentages.
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Table 3.
Things Student Employees Liked BEST About R.I.T. Food Service in






Free meals or Debit money
Flexible hours
Student managers




















The number of responses (N) for 1989,
1990 and 1991 were 110, 57 and 147
respectively.
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In question eight respondents had to choose from a list of 12 things, what they
liked Least about working in Food Service. The responses of all the three years 1989,
1990, and 1991 are in Table 4, in the form of percentages. Those who chose
"other"
felt promotions, good comments and pay hikes were slim to none, therefore these
were what they liked least about working for Food Service. Uniforms were disliked by
students as this number has increased by 11 percent in the last two years. Wages
have decreased 21 percent from the base line of 47 percent in 1989 to 26 percent in
1 991 . Routine work such flipping burgers, busing tables is found to be very
monotonous and was thus not liked by students. Recognition of student services is
decreased over the past two years, but 1 6 percentage of the student employees still
felt that they don't receive recognition. The response for disliking the full time
supervisor increased in 1991 to 27 percent from 1989 and 1990 of four percent.
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Table 4.
Things Student Employees LEAST Liked About R.I.T. Food Service in


































opinions on what things could be done to
improve the working conditions in their unit to make it a more enjoyable place to work.
In 1990 and 1991, 44 percent and 46 percent of the respondents respectively made
suggestions like, management should share employee concerns, more response from
full-time employees, more recognition programs and try to make jobs less routine.
Some of the students also expressed their concerns about wages, they felt an
increase was necessary. Students also felt the work in food service was too routine
and necessary action should be taken to make it less monotonous. The percentage of
students who expressed their dislikes about the uniforms increased from nine percent
in 1989 to twenty percent in 1 991 .
The results for question ten shows that in 1989 fifty-three percent of the
respondents felt that their opinion and suggestions will be taken into account to modify
the retention strategies of R.I.T. Food Service, 68 percent responded in 1990 and 65























































Sex of the student employee population of 1990 and 1991 were cross tabulated
with questions pertaining about, why they chose to work for Food Service, these
generated meaningful comparisons from the responses.
In both years male student employees choose Free meals or Debit money as
one of the most important reasons for working in food service. Flexible hours was the
second important reason for them to consider working in food service. The responses
by males regarding wages decreased from 41 percent in 1990 to 36 percent in 1991.
However, the responses for Enjoy work increased in 1991 from 1990. The number of
male respondents for only job available have increased both 1990 and 1991.
In both the years females also choose free meals as their reason for working in
food service. Flexible hours was the again the second important reason for choosing
food service, but was higher in 1990. Wages was the third reason in 1991 but was
much lower in 1990. Enjoy work was the third reason in 1990 but was much lower in
1 991 . The number of female who responded for oniy job available have decreased in
1991.
Thus we can conclude the males prefer free meals or debit money more than
females. In 1991 and 1990, females preferred flexible hours more than the males.
Both males and females seemed to like wages in food service. In 1991 , males chose
to work for food service as they enjoyed the work more than females. In the same year
there were more job openings for males and hence the food service was not their last
option, while females had a lower option. This is shown in Figure 7, Sex and Why they








































































The things liked BEST about working for Food Service were cross tabulated
with sex of a student employee. These are the percentages of student employees who
felt the following things are best about working for Food Service in 1990 and 1991.
In 1 990 there was a 40 percent increase in the female responses than the
males for the hours they worked in food service. An additional 17 and 11 percent in
1990.of the females respectively responded that they liked their co-workers and found
working in food service convenient. An additional eight percent of the females
responded that they like free meals and rebate money system. The females in 1990
responded that they preferred having a full time supervisor by an additional six
percent. The females preferred parties and picnics by five percent in 1990. Training
received had a four percent increase in the responses received by females. Wages in
food service were preferred by females than males. In 1990, 44 percent of the females
had positive responses as against 41 percent of males. Both males and females
responded equally about their liking for managers, which was around 38 percent. In
1990, 56 percent of the males expressed their liking towards student managers as
against 48 percent of the females. The females didn't like the uniforms as against the
15 percent male responses in 1990.
In 1991, an increase of 40 percent in the female responses indicated that free
meals or debit money was liked by them. In 1 991 , 46 percent of the females felt that
the food service wages were good as against 35 percent of the males. Hours and
convenience were up by only eight percent in the female responses in 1991.
The percentage of co-workers dropped by 17 percent in 1991 in the female
responses towards the things liked best about food service. Full time supervisors were
liked more by males in compared to females, this difference was ten percent. Again
male responses to picnics and parties were more positive than females, their
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responses was nine percent more than the females. The male responses to the two
factors, managers and training received were six percent more than the females. Both
males and femaies responded negatively towards wearing uniforms. The results are
shown in Table 5.
Table 5.
Things Student Employees Liked BEST bv Sex About Working for R.I.T.




















































Things disliked in the Food Service, was cross tabulated by sex of the student
employee. These are the percentages of student employees who felt the following
things are least liked about working for Food Service in 1990 and 1991 . The results of
this are shown in Table 6.
In 1 990 , 34 percent of the males disliked their uniforms as against 17 percent of
females. Greater number of femaies disliked the hours scheduled. Both males and
females responded equally to having a student manager. Six percent of the males
disliked the idea of having a full time supervisor, however none of the females
responded to this. Thirty-five percent of both males and females responded that they
disliked working for food service because the work is to routine and monotonous. Both
male and female student employees dislike wages to the extent of 27 percent. Twelve
percent of the males responded that they disliked the training received as against nine
percent of the femaies. Co-workers, work is hard, and no recognition decreased by
two percent in 1990 in the female responses. Both males and females did not dislike
having a manager around.
In 1 991
,
ten percent of the males disliked their co-workers as against the zero
response of the females. Males disliked the uniform more by four percent. There was
a seven percent decline in the female responses for they found the work too routine
and the wages not adequate. Females disliked the student managers more than the
males by six percent. Ten percent of the females responded that they did not like the
hours scheduled as against six percent of the males. The females did not like the
training received as well as found the
work to be hard, when compared to the males.
This difference was around three percent. Just as the previous year both males and
females did not respond towards disliking or liking a manager.
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Table 6.
Things Student Employees DISLIKED Most bv Sex About R.I.T Food








Co - Workers 6 4
Hours 24 29
Work is Routine 35 35
Work is hard 6 4
No Recognition 24 22
Student Manager 3 4

















The ievel of education of a student was cross tabulated again with, "Why they
chose to work for Food
Service."
The results of the number who answered this
question are shown in Tables 7 (1990), 8 (1991) and, 9 (total).
In response for the reasons in 1 990 why students choose to work for food
service the results show ail level of students preferred free meals or debit money more
than the other reasons. The hours they worked was the second thing they liked about
food service. The results show that as the level of education increases the reasons for
student employees to work for food service decrease.
Table 7.
1990 Population. Why Working in Food Service bv Education Level.
Reasons'
Level of Education (# who answered)
Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior
Good Wages




10 4 3 3
17 7 9 5
10 7 6 3
12 7 8 4
8 3 1 2
In 1991 , free meals or debit money and hours are the main two reasons why
students choose to work for food service. The third reason to choose food service
when tabulated was wages.
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Table 8.
1991 Population. Why Working In Food Service bv Education Level.
Reasons'
Level of Education (# who answered)
Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior
Good Wages




13 16 16 16
29 28 30 21
11 16 11 12
20 22 22 15
9 7 4 3
Table 9.
Total population Why Working in Food Service bv Education Level.
Reasons'
Level of Education (# who answered)
Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior
Good Wages




23 20 19 19
46 35 39 26
21 23 17 15
32 29 30 19
17 10 5 5
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Cross tabulation was done between sex of an employee and the level of
education of the student employee. The readings of this are shown in Figure 8. In
1 991 , we see that the number of male students working for food service increased
from 24 at the Freshman level to 26 at the Sophomore level. This figure gradually
decreased at the next two higher levels of education. However the number of female
student employees decreased steadily from 17 to 11 in number.
In 1 990, the number of male Freshman was 19, which decreased to seven at
the Sophomore level and further decreased to 3 at the Senior level. However, the
number of female Freshman and
Juniors'
working for food service were eight in
number and this decreased to three at the senior level.
In summarizing, we see that as the level of education increases the number of
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Like BEST about working in Food Service was cross tabulated with level of
education. The number of respondents who answered these questions is shown in
Table 10.
Some of the striking differences are in the year 1990, 83 percent of the
Seniors'
liked the hours scheduled as against only 37 percent of the Freshmen. In the following
year, this difference narrowed down, in the year 1990, 83 percent of the
Seniors'
liked




were much lower. Most Seniors liked the fact that there
was a Manager to supervise the operations, but again the Freshman did not approve
of this, as only 30 percent of them responded positively. In 1991 , a simiiarity is seen in





preferred parties and picnics when
compared to the rest, in 1990, forty-two percent of the
Seniors'
liked having uniforms,
while the rest were indifferent in their responses. In 1990, we find that the percentage
of students who responded to the wages offered in food service increased steadily
from 33 percent at the Freshman level to 50 percent at the Senior level. However, in
1991 there was no difference in the responses of the students. In 1990, 91 percent of
the
Sophomores'
liked the idea of having free meals while the rest of the students
responded equally. However in 1991 , 80 percent of the
Juniors'
iiked the free meals
while both
Seniors'
and Freshman responded equally.
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Table 10.







1990 1991 1990 1991 1990 1991
Wages 33 39 55 39 46 40 50 38
Free Meals 70 71 91 64 69 80 68 72
Hours 37 54 64 44 69 51 83 63
Convenient 56 59 64 67 62 80 17 59
Co - Workers 48 63 64 54 62 63 100 56
Student Managers 59 46 46 44 46 40 50
25
Full-time Supervisor 30 34 36 28 46
34 83 47
Manager 30 29 36 28 46
37 67 25
Parties and Picnics; 19 24 46 23
23 29 33 28
Training 7 12
18 10 8 6 17 16
Uniforms 11 7 9 5
0 9 42 9
(N) (27) (41) (11) (39) (13)
(35) (6) (32)
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Things Disliked most about Food Service were cross tabulated with level of
education. The percentages of responses are shown in Table 11.which shows the
tabulation of the data. Finding out what student employees dislike is even more
important than discovering what they like. If you can find out what the students like
about their positions, this can then be instilled to foster similar feelings in other
employees. Some ways to find out are through anonymous interview system, third
party interviewers or through direct survey.
In Table 11
, nearly 30 percent of the students working for food service disliked
the wages. The only exception to this were the sophomores, who in 1990 were not
dissatisfied with the wages. In 1991
, the 39 percent of the Juniors expressed that they
were not pleased with their co-workers. Both the Freshman and the Sophomores
were not happy with the hours scheduled. This is seen in 1990 were 26 percent of the
juniors and 18 percent of the Sophomores responded that they did not like the hours.
All the student employees felt that the work was too routine. Their responses in 1990
and 1991 were similar. Thirty-seven percent of the Freshman in 1 990 felt that the work
was too difficult. In 1990, 26 percent of the Freshman, 27 percent of the
Sophomores'
and 33 percent of the Seniors felt that they did not receive any recognition. But in the
following year their responses fell by nearly one-half. The
Freshman and the Seniors
of 1990 expressed that the training they received was not adequate. However, in
1991
,
the response of the students towards inadequate training dropped. Most of the
student employees were not happy with their uniforms. Nearly 18 to 22 percent of them
expressed their dislike towards the uniforms.
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Table 11.







1990 1991 1990 1991 1990 1991
Wages 30 27 9 23 31 33 33 22
Co Workers 11 2 0 10 0 39 0 3
Hours 26 10 18 10 8 0 0 9
Work is Routine 41 34 46 28 23 34 17 28
Work is Difficult 37 0 8 8 1 0 0 0
No Recognition 26 7 27 15 8 20 33 22
Student Manager 4 2 9 10 0 3 0 6
Full-time Supervisor7 0 0 3 0 9 0 0
Manager 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Training 15 2 9 5
0 9 17 3
Uniforms 22 22 18 18 31 20 0 19
(N) (27) (41) (11) (39) (13) (35) (6) (32)
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Figure 9 shows the number of males and females who responded to this
question. In 1990, 62 percent of the males made suggestions of ways to improve the
working conditions in food service, as against only 34 percent of the
femaies. The
following year, the number of male respondents dropped to 23 percent and the
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When the total population survey was considered, it was realized that three
things were cited that caused job dissatisfaction and this could subsequently result in
turnover. These factors are shown in Table 12.
Table 12.
Factors of Job-Dissatisfaction in 1989. 1990 and. 1991.








In analyzing the level of education we can see that the number of student
employees in Food Service start decreasing as the level of education increases. This
could be because the students would want to work in his or her field of study or the
more educated they are, they command a higher pay which they cannot receive in
food service.
From the tabulation question four (A) we can infer that students are tempted to
join the food service because of free meals or debit money, picnics and parties. Oniy a
small percentage of the total population of 10.3 percent leave after working for one
quarter as they don't like the working
environment. As we further analyze there is a
general trend for students to hold on to their jobs up to three quarters in anticipation of
pay hikes, recognition, and
promotions. Thus we see 32.8 percent of the total students
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work for three quarters that is nearly one third of the total employees. However to their
dissatisfaction the Food Service pay hikes are a low five percent increase in their
hourly wages once after the first quarter, and then again in the beginning of the forth
quarter. Moreover after a period of three quarters we see a iot more job openings than
in the firs: two quarters. This causes many of the students to drop out of the food
Service in the forth and fifth quarters. The only people working for the six or more
quarters are those who either become student managers, or whose major is Food
Service, or because they like the job and lastly international students who cannot work
off campus.
Question four (B) follows the trend of question four (A). It seems as if once they
work for a particular Food Service unit, student employees prefer to stay in the same
unit. This could be because they reach a higher level that is student manager level, or
due to the friends, customers or even the environment itself.
A high of 40 percent of the total student employees responded that they would
not work for Food Service the coming Fall. The reasons
being- Coop, Graduating,
Found another job and lastly dislike working for Food Service.
By tabulating question six, why students choose to work for Food Service, it was
found that a high of 71 .6 percent of the total respondents felt that they worked for Food
Service because of the Free Meals or Debit money rebate system. Fifty-three point
nine percent chose to work because of the flexible hours, and 40 percent of the total
respondents work because of the wages. Therefore it seems that to improve the labor
shortage the above facilities should not be stopped. However the work, working
conditions and wages of the student employees shouid be improved.
When the total population surveyed was considered for questions seven and
eight, it was realized that many things
were liked by the students that caused job
satisfaction to the student employees. These are
shown in Table 13, students results
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also cited things that caused dissatisfaction this is shown in Table 14.
Table 13.
Factors of Job Satisfaction Cited From Total Population.
Frequency of things that bring Satisfaction % of frequency cited









Factors of Job-Dissatisfaction Cited From Total Population.










This study was undertaken to evaluate the long-term effectiveness of the
policies and procedures taken to attract and retain student employees to R.I.T. Food
Service in a very competitive environment within R.I.T.
From the research results over three years, it is evident that students choose to
work for Food Service because of free meals or debit money rebate, flexible hours and
wages. Since the 1989 baseline, free meals or debit money is one of the main
reasons students come to work in Food Service; It has risen from 61 to 74 percent in
1991
,
which is a 13 percent increase. Wages are the second reason increasing from
24 to 42 percent in 1991 , a 20 percent increase. Flexible hours and convenience did
not have much change since 1989, but it still plays an important part for students
choosing to work for Food Service. Overall the full time supervisor had a increase in
student employee responses, however this percentage changed in 1991. This could
be because of a particular manger in a unit. Therefore, it seems that to improve the
labor shortage the above recruitment strategies should be continued.
From the survey results, it was found that
the Food Service employees still want
higher pay, and more recognition for their work.
The students also found work too
routine,and the uniforms appeared to be disliked more in 1991(20%) than in 1989
(9%) with males disliking it more than females
employees. Picnics and parties were
also found to have a lesser importance in 1989 and 1991 by seven percentage.
The student employee shortage may well be
on the rise because of the teenage
labor shortage, because most of the
department's employees are within the 18 to 24
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age group. Therefore in order to attract these students into the labor poo! for R. i. T.
Food Service continuing benefits, promotion to student manager positions, and pay
hikes will be necessary.
Recommendations
These are short term prescriptions, if quickly implemented, will eventually help
reduce and lower the labor shortage in R.I.T. Food Service. Since this was a three
year study of 1989, 1990, and 1991, it is imperative that the following action should
have been taken on the basis of the results of the last two years 1 989, and 1 990. In
face of this problem it appears that the Food Service's labor shortage lies in two areas:
reducing turnover and improving the hiring process to solve its labor shortage
problem.
1 . Job rotation programs: It is evident that the student employees disliked the
routine jobs and found it to be monotonous. A solution to this would be to offer a job
rotation program wherein every student employee is given a chance to experience
working in all areas of food service.
2. Uniforms: The number of student employees who expressed their dislike for
uniforms increased over the three year period by 11 percent. Thus alternative uniform
colors may be introduced or students may
just wear caps and aprons, instead of
having to wear a food service T-shirt with the cap
and apron.
3. Recognition programs: The present recognition programs that food service
implemented in 1989 seem to be working well, but continuous improvements are
essential for it work successfully in the future. Students should be allowed to formally
voice their opinions about their work
through grievance procedures, suggestion





.Training programs: A training program has to be installed in the recruitment
system. Many student employees felt that the training they received was inadequate
or lacked in something. R.I.T. food service employees come from a variety of ethnic
backgrounds, they consist of many international and deaf students. Inspite, of this
diversity of background , we offer role training to employees in a language or style that
is suited only to the Americans. Therefore a training program has to be installed that
can be understood by ail the employees.
5. Social programs: The student responses to social outings such as parties and
picnics are decreasing. Alternative measures of entertainment should be introduced.
6. Creating an awareness: As the level of education increases, the number of
students working for food service decreases. Students prefer to work in areas related
to their field of education. Thus it is essential that an awareness is created, to attract
greater number of students from higher classes.
7. Find out why employees stay: Finding out why student employees stay is even
more important than discovering why they leave. If you can find out what the students
like about their positions, this can then be instilled to foster similar feelings in other
employees. Some ways to find out are through anonymous interview system, third
party interviewers or through direct survey.
8. Exit interviews: Introduce exit interviews, third party interviews or a computer
based system into the R.I.T. Food Service units. If this information is correctly used, it
can be a valuable source to reduce turnover.
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COME AND MAKE SOME MONEY!!!!!
JOIN THE FOOD SERVICE TEAM
JOBS ARE AVAILABLE
WORKWITH USAND RECEIVEALL THESE BENEFITS






Lp-arn skiTls in leadership xffiT AdditionaldeMtmoneyar
Sodalevents |j| freemealpershift
fcrlYx-nrvtmtsrttti^tii inrnHpx; jjl Pay increases available
afteronequarterofemployxiient JH
All positions are available and no experience is necessary. Apply at the
Food Service area that interests you.
Grace Watson Dining Hail 475-2500
Hettie Shumway Dining Commons
475-5403
Nathaniels 475-6673
The Ri tzskeller. 475-2860







as ot fall "89
= HS- -
?l '^.^feRrtzkellermet ready for
fierce- battle behind
'
'-v^:^.^GfadesJIt^fdatbail season and both units
MERITS ^^were: ready Jor.:victory. Although the CU's
'^i^team was twice as large and the players







"^The CU drew_an eariy edge on the game
.whenthey won the toss and chose to
f- '','Vrecewe.^eaaY^fbraction, the CU stormed
"v-2onto thefield preplanned plays Ifteraily
; in hand. However, the awesome defense of
the Ritz stopped the CU cold in its tracks. ..
"-Ifwas high thrilling suspense as both teams
:; fought to keep the ball, but in the long run,
Ritz. the.CU's defense to score
:.;touch-down after touch-down, f^f;.^"'-.-.-;.'--
There was just no stopping the Rftz, and as
the game led into the half-time show, the
^scorawas '26 toO in the Riiz's favor. At that
time, a pyramid df sorts was formed on the
schedule:
BASE MERrrsi
LEVEL 1 $4.10 $4.26
'
LEVEL 2 4.30 4.47
LEVEL 3 4.52 4.70























^Seid with both CU Cafe and Ritz players and
None at this time r?The second hajfjof the game seemed to be
-..-
^ .. w.r^;;me resurrection^ me CU as they took back
4 or More 4.43 4.65 None'atmis time Jthe baiL.Tiut thlJJRitz 'didn't make ft easy.
"v--^^^:PIaymg'"iiito_OTe3)pt in the grave, the CU
'
.yr.
-^managed score 14 points but it wasn't
7. '^enough damage the Ritzfs winning streak.
- game.endedwith a score of 26 to 14,
She's been working for Food Service for 'but both, teams played well and celebrated
year, and is presently Student Manger m the together as good sportsmen. With victories
'from the spring volleyball tournament and
-"this triumph,. ft looks as if the Ritz is the team




-.For Safe: !78 Buick. LeSabre. Loaded.
^Rebuiltengine 1/88. Body Good condition.
Needs Rebuilt Carta. Master Cylinder. Call





Major. Food Systems Management
Hometown: New City, NY
""""
I
Family: 3 brothers, 1 sister, some are
grumpier, some aren't
Enlightening Words ofWisdom: Don't use
white napkins to wipe up coffee!
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THE Rrr ICE. U06JTT rteW5lTtei
n *'S: !-'._; J* A NOVEMBER 1989
NEW STUDENT WAGE PROGRAM ANNOUNCED
-
.
:..-? c? :.--. -. -V-
Beginning Winter quarter, 1989-90, al! eligible stu
dent employees of Food Service will be getting a.
5% wage increase.





All new student employees (Level I students hired
this Fail quarter) will be eligible for a reclassifica
tion to Level II status. These students will receive
an evaluation by their supervisor and if they meet
expectations, will be reclassified Level II and
receive a 5% increase beginning Winter quarter.
Those students not meeting performance stand
ards, will be told how they can improve and will
be evaluated at the end of next quarter.
*- ^ \- !">-- .
The performance standards are: (1) Has thorough
knowledge of all jobs assigned; (2) Requires mini
mum supervision; (3) displays positive attitude
about job and works will with fellow employees;
and (4) Has an excellent attendance record. , .
Student employees who have worked for Food
Service prior to Fall quarter and have received a
merit increase evaluation will also be reclassified
Level II and receive a 5% increase beginning
Winter quarter. Student employees who have
worked for food service prior to Fall quarter and
are eligible for their merit increase, will also
receive a minimum of 5%. A student Manager
Training Level (Level IV) will also be set-up to
train future student managers, back of the house
managers and group leaders. Students successful
in student manager training and current student
managers will be given a Level V status and also
receive a 5% increase.
These increases, coupled with the increase of
wages beginning Fall quarter 1989, mean stu
dents working in Food Service will be making
10% higher wages than last Spring and Summer
quarters. Merit increase evaluations will follow as





in proclaiming the new student wages, Jim Bing
ham, Assistant Director of Business Services;
Craig Neal, Director of Residential Food Services;
and Gary Gasper, Director of College Union Food
Services, state, "We understand how important
our student employees are to the Food Service
Department We are committed to our students
through this wage increase and the potential of
student employee advancement Add to this our
numerous social events, student employee
.friendships,
'convenience of working hours and
locations, and we believe the Food Service






Q: j. started working for Food Service in Fall
"quarter. What can I.expect to be paid in Winter
quarter? Jflfo^^Sii^: >-v-l.'*
;-.-,-'
A: For the first time ever, a student can see and
-Increase in pay after one quarter. With a
favorable performance evaluation, you will in
crease from Level I to Level II. In dollars and
cents, this means you'll go from $4.10/hr. to
$4 30 -*~fl -".-' -
Q: I have been working in food service since









A: Students who have worked for Food Service
for more than 1 quarter will be eligible for a 5%
increase at Level I! status if given a favorable
performance evaluation form your supervisor.
Q: Why is Food Service doing this?
Q; Realizing how important student employees
are to our department, we want to retain your in
terest by paying you more money sooner.
Please refer to the following tables for further
clarification. If you have any specific questions,
feel free to ask you supervisor!
Appendix-B
Memo sent to unit managers in 1991
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E
nosnam institute 01 lecnrraiogy
r.. __ One Lomo Memona! Drive
UltlCe Memo Post Office Box 9887
Rochester. New York 14623-0887
To
All Managers, Jim, Gary
From
Date Craig
Sus.ec; March 25, 1991
STUDENT EMPLOYEE SURVEY 1991
As you may be aware, our student employees have been surveyed
during the Spring of 1989 and 1990 regarding their employment
with us. I conducted both surveys (with your help) and results
were given to you for 1989 but not 1990 (it is still being
tabulated) .
This spring another survey should be taken in order for us to
evaluate if our student employees perception has changed
regarding working for Food Service. The survey will be
administered by Sonal Maheswari, a graduate student in the
School of Food, Hotel and Travel Management. She will be
conducting this survey as part of her thesis.
Sonal will be contacting you in the very near future about
administering her survey, please help her in any way possible.





Food Service Questionnaire with raw data
for 1989, 1990 and, 1991.
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STUDENT EMPLOYEE QUESTIONNAIRE ( 1989 )
1989
would you please answer the following questions concerning working
for the Food Service Department.
1. I am a: Male
_ 677, Female 327
2. As of this quarter, I am a:
Freshman 28% Sophomore 247 Junior 247 Senior 187
3. I live in the: Residence Halls 477 or Elsewhere 487
4A. Quarters including this one, I have worked for Food Service:
Please circle your response.
1 2 3 4 5 6 or More
37 97o 297 97 87 407
4B. Quarters including this one, I have worked at this unit:
Please circle your response.
1 2 3 4 5 6 or More
97 137 277 67 87 377
5A. I am planning to work for Food Service at this unit next Fail:
Yes No
597 417
5B. If No, why not?
6. Why I chose to work for Food Service (choose all that apply) :
247 Good wages
617 Free meals or debit money rebate
407 I like the work
597 I like the hours
217 It was the only job I could get
217 Other, please explain
7. The things I like BEST about working for Food Service at this
unit are (choose all that apply) :
227 My wages




477 My student manager
327 My full-time supervisor/group leader
257 My manager
287 The parties and picnics put on by Food Service
47 The training I have
received
87 My uniform









8. The things I like LEAST about working for Food Service at
this




The work is too routine
The work is too difficult (hard)
I receive no recognition
My student manager
My full-time supervisor/group leader
My manager
The training I received was not adequate
I have to wear a uniform
Other, please specify
9. I would suggest the following changes or ideas to make working
at this unit more enjoyable.
10. I believe that my opinion and suggestions will be used to
improve working conditions in Food Service.
Yes No
53% 477
** VERY IMPORTANT: Please return this survey, in the envelope
provided, to one of the following people no later than APRIL
26, 1991. Thank you.
S.U. Cafeteria/Catering Bob Day
Lin McQuade-Johnson
Grace Watson Dining Hall Janet Olivieri
Barb Ciccarelli
Ritskeller Mary Anne McQuay
Janice McGraw
Nathaniel's/Corner store Jennifer Buckley
Dean Engdahl
Hettie L. Shumway Dining Commons Paulette Vangellow
All responses will be held in strict
confidence. Sonal Maheshwari
will perform the tabulation and
analysis of the results as part of
Viot thp;i<; Tecrui "reinent .her esis requ reme
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RIT FOOD SERVICE DEPARTMENT
STUDENT EMPLOYEE QUESTIONNAIRE (1990)
Would you please answer the following questions concerning working
for the Food Service Department.
1- I am a: Male fins Female dm
2. As of this quarter, I am a:
Freshman /n$ Sophomore ias. Junior ??& Senior -n?-
3. I live in the: Residence Halls f>iz or Elsewhere ?q&
___mm_l______mm_m m^>MM>
4A. Quarters including this one, I have worked for Food Service:
Please circle your response.
I 2 3 4 5 6 or More
14% 16% 37% 3% 5% 25%
4B. Quarters including this one, I have worked at this unit:
Please circle your response.
1 2 3 4 5 6 or More
14% 16% 37% 3% 5% 25%
5A. I ar. planning to work for Food Service at this unit next Fall:
Yes No
53% 47%
5B. If No, why not?
Why I chose to work for Food Service (choose all that apply) :
Good wages
Free meals or debit money rebate
I like the work
I like the hours
It was the only job I could get
Other, please explain
7. The things I like BEST about working for Food Service at this
unit are (choose all that apply) :
^79. My wages






s?s My student manager
40a My full-time supervisor/group
leader
39% My manager
26& The parties and picnics put on by Food Service
_____
The training I have
received
9% My uniform








a. The things I like LEAST about working for Food Service at this
unit are (choose all that apply) :
- 26% My wages
5% My co-workers
iftg; My hours
^a The work is too routine
5% The work is too difficult (hard)
-23%
I receive no recognition
4% My student manager
L\ MY full-time supervisor/group leader
0* My manager
The training I received was not adequate
2-5'
I have to wear a uniform
__2i__ Other, please specify
I would suggest the following changes or ideas to make working
at this unit more enjoyable.
10. I believe that my opinion and suggestions will be used to
improve working conditions in Food Service.
Yes No
68% 32%
** VERY IMPORTANT: Please return this survey, in the envelope
provided, to one of the following people no later than APRIL
26, 1991. Thank you.
S.U. Cafeteria/Catering Bob Day
Lin McQuade-Johnson
Grace Watson Dining Hall Janet Olivieri
Barb Ciccarelli
Ritskeller Mary Anne McQuay
Janice McGraw
Nathaniel s/Corner Store Jennifer Buckley
Dean Engdahl
Hettie L. Shumway Dining Commons Paulette Vangellow
All responses will be held in strict confidence. Sonal Maheshwari





If No, why not?
35%
STUDENT EMPLOYEE QUESTIONNAIRE (1991)
Would you please answer the following questions concerning working
for the Food Service Department.
1. I am a: Male 65s- Female 35%
2. As of this quarter, I am a:
Freshman 28% Sophomore 26% Junior 24% senior
22%
3. I live in the: Residence Halls 57* or Elsewhere 48%
4A. Quarters including this one, I have worked for Food Service:
Please circle your response.
1 2 3 4 5 6 or More
9% 12% 31% 8% 9% 31%
4B. Quarters including this one, I have worked at this unit:
Please circle your response.
1 2 3 4 5 6 or More
12% 12% 31% 8% 9% 31%
5A. I am planning to work for Food Service at this unit next Fall:
5B.
6. Why I chose to work for Food Service (choose all that apply) :
1&& Good wages
54& Free meals or debit money rebate
47% 1 like the work
34% I like the hours
16% It was the only job I could
get
18% Other, please explain
7. The things I like BEST about working for Food Service at this
unit are (choose all that apply) :
-*gsr My wages





Ad9r My student manager
?S5; My full-time supervisor/group
leader
7Qg- My manager
71g. The parties and picnics put on by Food Service
n | The training I
have received
as My uniform
R& Other, please specify
81
8. The things I like LEAST about working for Food Service at this




The work is too routine
The work is too difficult (hard)
16% I receive no recognition
r>% My student manager
- 21*< My full-time supervisor/group leader
0% My manager
____
The training I received was not adequate
2Qt I have to wear a uniform
16% Other, please specify
I would suggest the following changes or ideas to make working
at this unit more enjoyable.
10. I believe that my opinion and suggestions will be used to
improve working conditions in Food Service.
Yes No
65% 35%
** VERY IMPORTANT: Please return this survey, in the envelope
provided, to one of the following people no later than APRIL
26, 1991. Thank you.
S.U. Cafeteria/Catering Bob Day
Lin McQuade-Johnson
Grace Watson Dining Hall Janet Olivieri
Barb Ciccarelli
Ritskeller Mary Anne McQuay
Janice McGraw
Nathaniel's/Corner Store Jennifer Buckley
Dean Engdahl
Hettie L. Shumway Dining Commons Paulette Vangellow
All responses will be held in strict confidence. Sonal Maheshwari
will perform the tabulation and analysis of the results as part of
her thesis requirement.
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